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BEHIND THE LIE by Amanda James is a mystery thriller suspense novel, flavoured with a
touch of romance and a lot of drama Holly s life has changed drastically, where she has
gone from a drug addict model to the pregnant wife of a rich doctor Her husband Simon
spotted her on the catwalk and helped her get clean and turn her life around Now Holly
West has found a successful and loving husband in Simon and is expecting twins She is
now in control of her life.She gave up her life in Cornwall to move into an apartment with
him in London, where he has his practice Simon bought her a beach home in Cornwall, so
when she needed a break, she could go home to Cornwall.Simon the perfect husband but
he is hiding a secret.Soon after, she gives birth and tragedy strikes when she loses her
baby boy at birth She is devastated She never got to see him and say goodbye But she
must move on and care for her little girl but she can never forget about her son.Holly
receives a mysterious letter saying her son is still alive Could this be true Or is someone
playing a sick joke on her Holly can t let it go She has to find out the truth So much of what
happened in the delivery room does add up.And just at the right moment, Holly hooks up
with her old boyfriend, Jowan, who had left her originally to go into the army, but is still in
love with her Jowan, promises to help Holly search for her son, and uncover the truth.I
enjoyed Behind the Lie, a little predictable at times, but it did not stop me from enjoying the
story as I wanted to see how it would all play out The ending was a surprise, that I didn t
see coming.Many thanks to The TBC reviewer group and Amanda James for my
copy.Expected publication 04 21 2018 by HQ Digital [[ READ KINDLE ]] ? Behind the Lie ?
Who Can You Trust, When You Can T Trust Yourself Holly West Has Turned Her Life
Around She S Found A Successful And Loving Husband In Simon And Is Expecting Twins
She Is Definitely A Woman Who Has Taken Back Control Of Her FutureUntil She Gives
Birth, Only For One Twin To Survive Holly Can T Let It GoHolly S World Is In A Tailspin And
Suddenly She Can T Trust Herself Or Anyone Else No One Believes Her, Not Her Husband
Or Her Best Friend Because She Thinks She Knows The Truth Her Son Is Still Alive And
She Won T Stop Until She Finds Him Holly West seems to have it all a handsome husband
who loves her, a beautiful home, and she s pregnant with twins.But when she loses one
twin at birth, nothing else seems to matter She loves her beautiful infant daughter, but
cannot quit thinking about her lost son.She s in a world of depression until she receives an
anonymous letter The sender says that her son is not dead but was given to another family
She has never fully believed he was dead, but neither her husband, her best friend, or her
mother believed her.Where does she start She has to find her son and will never stop until
she finds him Who would have had access to her and the baby when she delivered Does
her husband know than he says Is her best friend a part of all this She only has one person
who believes in her her ex boyfriend who just happens to show up in the midst of her

investigation He is all too eager to help Holly.Although a little predictable here and there,
this is a well written psychological suspense with twists and turns The characters are fully
fleshed out and bring a note of credibility to the story The ending came as a complete
surprise.Many thanks to the author TBC Reviewer Group for the digital copy of this
psychological suspense Opinions expressed here are unbiased and entirely my own.

I

was really intrigued by the premise, but think it could have been done a little better You
spend the entire book waiting for Holly to catch up to you and figure out what s right in front
of her face I also had a lot of difficulty really connecting with the characters because they
often didn t speak or act in a natural manner I did enjoy the book, but that s a couple of the
reasons it gets a good and not great rating from me I m seeing mostly four and five star
reviews, so I m confident many others will enjoy this one a lot Holly s life couldn t be
different than it was just a couple short years ago She s gone from a drug addict model to
the pregnant and thankfully, clean wife of a rich doctor Her husband Simon spotted her on
the catwalk and had to have her He helped her get clean and turn her life around Now she s
pregnant with twins She should be incredibly happy, but her best friend notices that
something is holding her back Soon after, she gives birth and is told one of her twins, the
little boy, didn t make it She never gets to say goodbye, as her husband tells her it would be
too traumatic for her As time goes on, she bonds with her beautiful little girl but longs for the
boy that never made it into her arms She can t accept the idea that he s gone, even though
everyone is starting to think she s losing it Then she gets an anonymous tip that her son
really is alive Now she s hell bent on finding him, ignoring her increasingly distant husband
and enlisting the help of her ex boyfriend Recommended to fans of domestic thrillers, those
who like their thrillers with a touch of romance and a lot of drama I received an ARC of this
novel from Net Galley and HarperCollins UK, thank you My review is honest and unbiased If
you love SK Tremayne s works, I think you would enjoy this. All my reviews can be found at
noveldeelights.comHolly used to be a model with a drug addiction Until one day, Simon
spots her on the runway and decides he wants her in his life He helps her get her act
together, they get married and are now expecting twins Holly splits her time between a flat
in London and a beach house in Cornwall Life is good.Until Holly gives birth and only one of
her twins survives She s convinced her son is alive and will stop at nothing to find him.It s
becoming increasingly clear that the psychological genre and I are having some sort of
relationship crisis We re at that stage where there s angry shouting and door slamming and
maybe some plates you never really liked will end up in pieces on the kitchen floor.Based
on the description, Behind The Lie had a lot of potential I was expecting an intricate plot
with lots of twists and turns but unfortunately for me, I figured the whole thing out quite early
on and I thought it all became too predictable and slightly far fetched.I couldn t connect to
any of the characters They all came across as highly unlikeable, which doesn t always have
to be an issue but in this case, for me, it was I couldn t even muster up sympathy for Holly,
which felt all kinds of wrong since she d just lost a baby.However, I did enjoy Amanda
James writing Since this was my first time reading a book written by her, none of what I said
will stop me from reading another one at some point This is quite clearly a case of it s not
you, it s me and the psychological thriller genre and I desperately need some time away
from each other.Many thanks to HQ Digital UK and Netgalley for my advanced copy, which
I chose to review. Loved this book about Holly s search for her son who she thinks is still

alive Kept me gripped I read it very quickly Very good psychological thriller. RATING 4.5
BEHIND THE LIE by Amanda James is a fast paced, gripping psychological thriller that will
make your pulse quicken and your breath hitch as you become completely immersed in
Holly s desperate search for her little boy.After Holly s heart was shattered years ago, she
found herself in the bright lights of London where she becomes an overnight success Lost
and hurt, she throws herself into the model lifestyle of drugs and parties, when she is
unexpectedly saved by Simon, a wealthy consultant, who whisks her away to rehab and
then marries her shortly after her recovery Now Holly is married, pregnant with twins, and
wants for nothing She even has a beach home in her beloved Cornwall to escape to when
London becomes too much But when her birth plan goes wrong and only her little girl
survives, Holly aches for her son whom she never got to hold As her friends and family try
to help her move on she just cannot seem to find a way through her grief And then she finds
something that makes her think her precious boy didn t die at all He was taken from her and
she will do whatever it takes to get him backThis story is so unique and fresh, and the
writing really carries a frantic energy which worked wonderfully for this plot As a mother, it
broke my heart to watch what Holly was going through and I ached alongside her for what
she had lost But as the tension mounts and unusual occurrences start to slide into place, I
was absolutely terrified at what was truly happening The characters are well developed and
relatable except for one or two which you will recognise when you read it yourself and I was
easily caught up in the drama of this novel BEHIND THE LIE by Amanda James is a
fantastic read and I highly recommend it I voluntarily reviewed this book from Netgalley.com
I have to say this book hooked me from the very first page where Holly West is in a private
clinic giving birth She has been expecting twins a boy and a girl but there are complications
and her son doesn t survive However something keeps niggling at Holly She simply can t
accept that baby Ruan has died Both her husband Simon and best friend Demi try to
convince her that he didn t make it But Holly can t let go Is she going mad Is this a form of
post natal depression Could her drug dependency from her modelling days in some ways
have affected her pregnancy Dizzy from all these what ifs , the arrival of a letter changes
everything and sets her on a journey to discover exactly what happened to her son.This
was a compelling read The plot is quite complex and cleverly put together It s a story that
pulls you in and takes you over as piece by piece Holly and her former boyfriend Joran work
together and begin to uncover the truth Amanda James has certainly created a great cast of
characters too some you will love others you ll hate with a passion All in all great edge of
your seat read I enjoyed the storyline of this book I did however figure out most of it early on
and this made the book a bit less exciting for me with a feeling of it being drawn out than
necessary 3.5 stars with my thanks to tbc reviewers for my chance to read
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